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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

VeriPic Interviews Seward PD Chief Tom Clemons 
 

SANTA CLARA, California (May 29, 2015)— Enterprise Body Worn Camera Software maker VeriPic, 

Inc. interviewed Seward Police Department Chief Tom Clemons during the Digital Evidence Conference 

West (www.DigitalEvidenceConference.com) in Pasadena, CA. 

 

Body-worn cameras have become an important tool in the wake of several highly publicized events. Seen 

as a means of creating transparent public records, the technology is impacting both law enforcement and 

community perceptions in myriad ways. As agencies engage in the process of establishing policies and 

procedures for implementing camera use, they are also grappling with the financial resources and 

technological infrastructure needed to store rapidly increasing volumes of data in the form of Petabytes 

video files.      

 

Police agencies are focused on purchasing large numbers of Body Worn Cameras but the really tough 

issue is what to do with the tens of thousands of hours of video being produced by a typical agency each 

year. VeriPic is a leader in the area of storing and protecting the Body Worn Camera video data. Leading 

vendors of Body Worn Camera and video equipment including VIEVU, Wolfcom, Reckon-X, MAXSUR, 

Panoscan and Streaming Networks are already shipping VeriPic compatible equipment. 

 

The full interview with Chief Tom Clemons is available on YouTube.com on the VeriPic channel 

(www.youtube.com/VeriPic) or available at the link (https://youtu.be/dzBcceb4lKY). 

 

More information on the VeriPic Digital Evidence Conference 2015 can be found at 

www.DigitalEvidenceConference.com.  

 

More information about VeriPic may be found at www.VeriPic.com. 

 

 

About VeriPic, Inc. 
 

Founded in 1998 and serving Law Enforcement since 1998, VeriPic is an award-winning software 

company that is a trusted partner of Law Enforcement agencies, nationally and internationally. Located in 

the heart of Silicon Valley, VeriPic produces scalable systems and innovative solutions designed to 

accommodate a range of users, from a few dozen to thousands of simultaneous users online. In the rapidly 

evolving environment of Digital Evidence Management®, VeriPic is a leader in the storage and 

protection of Body Camera Video, Evidence Photos, Interview Room Video, Scanned Documents and 

other types of digital evidence. 

 

Digital Evidence Management®, Digital Evidence Manager® and VeriPic® are registered trademarks of 

VeriPic, Inc. 

 

For more information, please visit our website at www.VeriPic.com or call 888-VeriPic (888-837-4742) 
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